Local and generalized sensitization of thermally evoked defensive behavior in caterpillars.
In addition to camouflage and chemical toxicity, many caterpillars defend themselves against predators with sudden sharp movements. For smaller species, these movements propel the body away from the threat, but in larger caterpillars, such as the tobacco hornworm, Manduca sexta, the movement is a defensive strike targeted to a noxious stimulus on the abdomen. Previously, strikes have been studied using mechanical stimulation like poking or pinching the insect, but such stimuli are hard to control. They also introduce mechanical perturbations that interfere with measurements of the behavior. We have now established that strike behavior can be evoked using infra-red lasers to provide a highly localized and repeatable heat stimulus. The latency from the end of an effective stimulus to the start of head movement decreased with repeated stimuli and this effect generalized to other stimulus locations indicating a centrally mediated component of sensitization. The tendency to strike increased with two successive subthreshold stimuli. When delivered to different locations or to a single site, this split-pulse stimulation revealed an additional site-specific sensitization that has not previously been described in Manduca. Previous work shows that strong stimuli increases the effectiveness of sensory stimulation by activating a long-lasting muscarinic cation current in motoneurons. Injection of muscarinic cholinergic antagonists, scopolamine methyl bromide or quinuclidinyl benzilate, only decreased the strike probability evoked by paired stimuli at two locations and not at a single site. This strongly suggests a role of muscarinic acetylcholine receptors in the generalized sensitization of nociceptive responses in caterpillars.